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Abstract
We conduct a series of experiments that simulate trading in financial markets and which allows us
to identify the different effects that subjects’ risk attitudes and belief updating rules have on the
information content of the order flow. We find that there are very few risk-neutral subjects and
that subjects displaying risk aversion or risk-loving tend to ignore private information when their
prior beliefs on the asset fundamentals are strong. Consequently, private information struggles
penetrating trading prices. We find evidence of non-Bayesian belief updating (confirmation bias
and under-confidence). This reduces (improves) market efficiency when subjects’ prior beliefs are
weak (strong).

1

Introduction

This paper presents the results of a series of experiments that aim to measure how and to what
extent investors’ demand is affected by their private information regarding assets fundamentals.
More specifically, we analyze how the information content of the order flow varies in relation to
the intrinsic uncertainty regarding the fundamental value of the asset, and the strength of common
prior beliefs on this fundamental. Since market ability to generate informational efficient prices
essentially depends on the sensitivity of investors’ demand to their private information, subjects’
behavior in our experiment can be translated into implications regarding market informational
efficiency. We find that the market is likely to fail aggregating private information when market
prior beliefs are strong and/or when all private information cannot resolve uncertainty regarding
the fundamentals. The experiment design we adopt allows to distinguish between the different
impacts that risk attitudes and belief updating rules have on subjects’ demand. Our data suggest
that informational inefficiency is due to the virtual absence of risk neutral behavior but is mitigated
by the presence of confirmation bias in the way subjects update their beliefs.
Consider the case of a trader who decides on the position to take on a financial asset and
who observes a price reflecting public prior belief on the asset fundamentals. Any additional
private information the trader may have will be construed to determine his or her posterior belief
on the cash flows that the asset will generate. Since the seminal paper by Glosten and Milgrom
(1985), it has often been taken for granted that if the trading price reflects public information
fairly, then the position taken by a trader will reveal the nature of his or her private information,
i.e., he or she will buy after receiving favorable private information on the asset perspective, or
decide to sell if the private information is unfavorable. In this instance, orders will always reflect
private information and as a result, prices will eventually assimilate all information dispersed in
the economy. Indeed, this is what happens if one assumes that both privately informed traders
and market makers, in charge of setting prices, are risk-neutral Bayesian investors. Outside the
risk-neutral world, however, hedging risk matters and the direction of a trade does not necessarily
corresponds to the sign of the trader’s private information. As a matter of fact, Décamps and
Lovo (2006a,b) show that when market makers and traders differ in risk aversion, trades do not
necessarily disclose private information and informational efficiency fails. This suggests that when
interpreting the information content of a trade one cannot abstract from the study of the trader’s
risk attitude and, more generally, from the decision process underlying the trader’s choice.
Since the seminal paper by Anderson and Holt (1997), in most of the informational cascade
and market efficiency experimental literature the analysis of subjects behavior is based on the
assumption that subjects are risk-neutral.1 Quite to the contrary, in this paper we conduct a series of
experiments that allows to directly relate risk attitude, prior public beliefs and bias in interpretation
of private information, to the information content of trades. This is possible thanks to four key
features in our experimental design.
1. In order to detect non-Bayesian belief updating, we carried out our experiment in two different formats so that subjects had to solve equivalent problems that involved various degrees
1
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of reasoning. In the format we denote Market Experiment (ME henceforth), subjects choose
the quantity of a risky asset that they want to trade in a given market. When making their
trading decisions, subjects have access to public and private information on the fundamental
value of the asset. Public information consists of the ex ante distribution of the asset value,
corresponds to the “market prior belief” and is reflected in the asset trading price. Private
information consists of a private signal correlated with the true value of the asset. Subjects
are asked to declare their preferred position (buy, sell, no-trade) for different levels of prior
beliefs. In the format we denote Lottery Experiment (LE henceforth), subjects are asked to
choose from among a series of different lotteries where the distribution function of payoffs
is explicitly stated. More precisely, subjects choose the preferred lotteries in different menus
corresponding to different levels of market prior belief in the ME. Each menu consists of
three lotteries corresponding to a decision to buy, to sell or not to traded in the ME. Payoffs
and probabilities in the lotteries reflect the value of a portfolio resulting from trading decisions in ME for different levels of prior beliefs. In other words, lotteries in LE are determined
so that a Bayesian subject would face the exact same decision problem in both formats and
therefore would make in ME the same choice as in LE. The observation of subjects’ choices
in LE allows us to understand their risk attitude. The comparison of subject’s choices in the
two formats enables us to detect deviations from the expected-utility or Bayesian-updating
paradigms.
2. In both formats the information content of the order flow is directly observable. More precisely, by using a “strategy method”, we observe subjects choices in all potential realizations
of the private signals and for different levels of prior beliefs. In doing this, we identify
situations where subjects do ignore their private information and take the same action irrespectively of the sign of their information.
3. In our main treatment, the liquidation value of the asset comprises two components: one
that can be learned by aggregating all private information, and an additional shock on which
subjects have no private information. The latter component reflects the fact that real world
investors are aware that future shocks might affect a stock’s value even if no private or public
information about the sign of these shocks is available at the time of their investment. This
set-up allows us to measure the effects of intrinsic risk on informational efficiency and in
addition provides a further test for the hypothesis of risk-neutrality.
4. Subjects do not interact, thus lack of common knowledge of participants’ rationality cannot
explain deviation from what the theory predicts.
Our observation in the LE shows that, contrary to what is implicitly assumed in most experimental papers on market efficiency, subjects are not risk neutral. We show that the behavior of
about two-thirds of the subjects in LE is compatible with CARA and/or CRR utility functions, with
subjects’ risk attitude ranging from a high degree of risk aversion to risk-loving. No subject can
be classified as close to risk neutral. Taking into account risk attitude allows to explain subjects
decision to abstain from trading, a behavior that is regularly observed in experimental literature,
but which is hard to explain under the risk neutral assumption. The absence of risk neutrality has
2

clear implications on how the order flow information content varies with the strength of market
prior beliefs. We show that the stronger the prior beliefs regarding the actual asset fundamental
value, the smaller the proportion of subjects who make use of private information to determine
the direction of their trade. Thus, the information impounded in the order flow shrinks when the
market has a strong prior belief on what the asset value is. We find that the presence of a nonlearnable shock on the asset fundamentals further deters subjects from using private information.
This further reduces market ability to assimilate information on the learnable component of the
asset value. These observations are broadly consistent with the theoretical prediction of Décamps
and Lovo (2006a,b): when the market is sufficiently convinced about a stock prospect (positive or
negative), only a few pieces of information dispersed in the economy will reach the market even
when this information, if revealed, would lead to a sharp correction in the stock price.
Subjects’ behavior in ME is different from the one we observe in LE. After running a control
experiment we find little evidence that this difference is due to the different “framing” of the two
formats. More precisely, in comparison with LE, for strong prior belief the ME presents an increase
of strategies that consist of following the private signal when this confirms the prior belief, and of
no-trading when the private signal and prior beliefs challenge each other. For weak prior belief,
we observe an increase of no trading decisions, no matter what the private signal is. Starting from
the utility function implied by a subject behavior in LE, we can measure the bias in belief updating
that is implied by the subject’s behavior in ME. We find evidence of confirmation bias for strong
public belief and underconfidence bias for weak public belief. That is, in ME, for strong public
belief, subjects tend to overweight (underweight) the information content of a private signal when
this confirms (contradicts) prior beliefs while for weak public belief, subjects tend to underweight
their private signal.
For each of the subjects, we observe the contingent trading strategy in LE and ME, for different levels of prior public belief and different realizations of the private signal. Thus, while in
our experiment subjects did not trade sequentially, we can simulate an arbitrary large number of
sequential trading histories where the behavior of virtual traders reflects the actual behavior of the
pool of subjects in our experiment. These simulations generate sequences of trading prices that we
use to measure market informational efficiency in a more direct way. We find that the virtual absence of risk neutral behavior significantly slows down the convergence of price to fundamentals.
In ME, the information content of the order flow is lower than in LE when public prior belief is
weak, while it is higher than in LE for stronger public beliefs. Thus, the effect of non-Bayesian
updating is to improve information efficiency when the market is clearly bullish or clearly bearish,
but to reduce efficiency when the market has no precise orientation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the simplest version
of Décamps and Lovo’s theory, and its implication on agents’ behavior. Section 3 presents the
experimental design. Section 4 presents the results of the experiment.

2

Theoretical framework

In this section we first describe the theoretical setting borrowed from Décamps and Lovo (2006a).
Second, we illustrate the model with several numerical examples to help to explain the main pre3

dictions we tested in our experiment.

2.1

The model structure

We consider a discrete time sequential trade model à la Glosten and Milgrom (1985): a single
asset is exchanged for money among market makers and traders. We denote by ṽ = Ṽ + ˜ the
fundamental value of the asset, where Ṽ and ˜ are independently distributed. The random variable
Ṽ represents a realized shock on which market participants are asymmetrically informed. The
random variable ˜ represents other shocks on fundamentals (for example, future shocks) whose
realization is unknown to everyone. We assume that Ṽ takes value in {V , V }, where V < V and
˜ takes value in {−, +} with P(˜ = ) = P(Ṽ = V ) = 12 . Each trader observes a conditionally
independent and identically distributed private signal s̃ with possible values l and h. We assume
P(l|V ) = P(h|V ) = p, with p ∈ (1/2, 1) that implies that private signals are partially informative
regarding Ṽ , but provide no information regarding ˜.
Time is discrete. At any period t a trader enters the market facing a unique opportunity to buy
or sell one unit of the risky asset at the trading prices posted by market makers. We denote with Ht
the history of trades (past quantities and prices)
Ht and update

 up to date t − 1. All agents observe
s
their beliefs on Ṽ . We denote πt = P V |Ht the public belief at time t and πt = P V |Ht , s , a
trader’s belief at time t given a private signal s ∈ {l, h}. Note that, because private signal precision
is bounded, the closer the prior πt is to 1 (or to 0) the smaller the change in belief |πts − πt | induced
by the private signal will be. For this reason we adopt the following convention. We say that a
prior belief πt is strong when |πt − 0.5| is large. Also, we call a public belief πt that is larger than
0.5 a positive prior, and a public belief πt that is lower than 0.5 a negative prior.
The demand of a trader with utility function u is:
Q? (Pt , Ht , s) := arg

max
Q∈{−1,0,1}

E [u (m + xṽ + (ṽ − Pt (Q))Q) |Ht , s] ,

(1)

where Pt (.) : { − 1, 0, 1} −→ R is the pricing schedule proposed by market makers. We assume u0
positive and continuous but we impose no restriction on u00 . Thus, our analysis takes risk-neutrality,
risk-aversion and risk-loving into consideration. The variables m and x represent the trader’s initial
monetary wealth and his or her initial inventory in the risky asset, respectively.
Risk-neutral market makers compete to fill the trader’s order without knowing the trader’s
signal and price the asset efficiently:
Pt (Q) := E[ṽ|Ht , Q? (Pt , Ht , s̃) = Q].

(2)

All agents are Bayesian. An equilibrium is a situation where equations (1) and (2) are met
at any time t. Private information enters prices when market makers can construe it from trading
decisions. However, if a trader’s demand is invariable with his or her private signal, nothing can
be inferred from his or her order. Formally,
Definition 1 A trader’s order is said to be non-informative when it is not affected by the private
signal the trader received, i.e., Q? (Pt , Ht , h) = Q? (Pt , Ht , l).
4

The larger the percentage of traders submitting non-informative orders, the smaller the flow of
information that can be incorporated into the asset price.
Avery and Zemsky (1998) show that when informed traders are risk-neutral, the order flow provides a constant stream of information. In this instance, the order flow will never stops providing
information and the trading price eventually converges to Ṽ .2 Décamps and Lovo (2006a,b) show
that if market makers and traders differ in their risk aversion, and if the agents’ set of actions is
discrete,3 then as soon as the past history of trade provides sufficiently strong, but not complete,
information regarding the realization of Ṽ , the equilibrium is unique and such that all traders submit non-informative orders. This implies that price will stay bounded away from the realization of
Ṽ . While we refer to Avery and Zemsky (1998) and Décamps and Lovo (2006a,b) for the formal
proof of these statements, in the following section we will illustrate these findings with a numerical
example that reflects the set up of our experiment.

2.2

An illustration of the behavior of a Bayesian expected utility maximizer

Consider the following parameters’ values V = 4, V = 12,  = 4 and p = 0.65. In this instance
the fundamental value of the asset can take three values, i.e., ve ∈ {0, 8, 16}. In this illustration
and throughout the paper, we will assume that agents can buy and sell at a price set at the expected
asset value, conditional on the public information available at time t, i.e., P (Q) = E[ṽ|Ht ].4
Let us focus on an extreme public belief πt = P V |Ht = 0.9930 corresponding to a trading
price of Pt = E[e
v |Ht ] = 11.94 and consider a Bayesian expected utility maximizer endowed
with x = 0 amount of the risky asset and m = 12 units of money. The problem that a trader of
this type faces can be represented as a choice in a menu of lotteries described in tables 1, 2 and
3. The entries in the tables report the possible payoffs resulting from the three possible trading
decisions and the three possible realizations of the fundamental value ve, i.e., traded quantity ×
(e
v − trading price) + 12. Tables 1, 2 and 3 differ only in the probabilities of obtaining the payoffs
in each column.
Table 1 represents the problem faced by a trader who received no private signal. By definition, a
risk-averse trader will prefer the certain payment 12 to the other two lotteries. That is to say, “No
trade” is the strictly preferred action. A risk-loving trader will strictly prefer selling to the other
alternatives, whereas a risk-neutral trader will be perfectly indifferent with regard to the three
actions.
Now consider the same trader, but suppose that he or she received a private signal se with
precision p = 0.65. Will the private signal affect the trader’s order? Probabilities in tables 2 and 3
are obtained by the Bayesian updating of the public belief πt = 0.9930 following private signal l
2

The same feature applies in Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and Easley and O’Hara (1992)
If agents were able to trade a continuum of quantities, risk aversion alone would not be enough to generate market
inefficiency. See for instance Glosten (1989) and Vives (1995).
4
This pricing convention is simpler than the one predicted by the theory where buy and sell orders are not necessarily executed at the same price. This is the pricing rule adopted in our experiment. By fixing the price at E[ṽ|Ht ] for
buy and sell orders, we increase the trader’s expected profit from speculation and this reduces the incentive to adopt
non-informative orders. In other words, this pricing rule should bias the results of our experiment in favor of market
efficiency.
3
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Table 1: Lotteries when no private signal is received

Sell order
No trade
Buy order

P(ṽ = 0) = 0.35% P(ṽ = 8) = 50.00% P(ṽ = 16) = 49.65% Expected value
23.94
15.94
7.94
12
12.00
12.00
12.00
12
0.06
8.06
16.06
12

and h, respectively. Thus, tables 2 and 3 represent the choices available to a trader who received a
private signal l and h, respectively.
Table 2: Lotteries when a signal l is received

Sell order
No trade
Buy order

P(e
v = 0) = 0.65% P(e
v = 8) = 50.00% P(e
v = 16) = 49.35% Expected value
23.94
15.94
7.94
12.05
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
0.06
8.06
16.06
11.95

Table 3: Lotteries when a signal h is received
P(e
v = 0) = 0.19% P(e
v = 8) = 50.00% P(e
v = 16) = 49.81% Expected value
Sell order
23.94
15.94
7.94
11.97
No trade
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
Buy order
0.06
8.06
16.06
12.03

It is clear from the expected value column that a risk-neutral trader will prefer to sell when
s = l and to buy when s = h. In contrast, a sufficiently risk-averse agent will still prefer “No
trade” to the other options available, independently from the signal he or she received. Similarly,
a sufficiently risk-loving trader will strictly prefer selling to the other alternatives, and this choice
will not be affected by the sign of the private signal. Hence, a trader who is either sufficiently risk
averse or sufficiently risk-loving will submit a non-informative order.
This example suggests that the two ingredients that can generate non-informative orders are,
on the one hand, the absence of risk neutrality and, on the other hand, the fact that a private signal
affect posterior belief just slightly. Considering that when prior belief is extreme (that is when πt
is sufficiently close to 0 or to 1) a partially informative signal will only slightly affect posterior
belief, we deduce that traders who are not risk-neutral will submit non-informative orders as soon
6

as prior public beliefs are sufficiently strong. On the other hand, a risk-neutral trader’s order will
incorporate the private signal, regardless of the strength of prior beliefs.5
The impact that risk attitude and prior belief has on trading strategies is further analyzed in
Table 5 for CRR and CARA utility functions. This table presents the optimal contingent trading
strategies for different levels of risk attitude and different level of public belief π. The first column
of Table 5 reports the different level of signal imbalance g defined as the difference between the
number of positive and negative private signals that the market has inferred from previous trades.
The one-to-one mapping between signal imbalance g and public belief π will make the displaying
of the results easier. Positive priors correspond to g > 0, negative priors correspond to g < 0 and
strong priors correspond to |g| close to 8. In Table 5, the random variables Ve and ˜ take value in
{4, 12} and {−4, 4}, respectively. In order to facilitate the analysis, we identify a contingent trading strategy with two letters indicating the action chosen for signal l and h, respectively. Namely
S, N, and B stand for sell order, no-trade and buy order, respectively.6
Several comments are in order. Note first that traders strategies are symmetric with respect to
|g|. For example, if a trader contingent strategy is S-N for a given level of g, then it will be N-B
for signal imbalance −g.7 Second, very risk-averse traders (γ > 0.078 and α < −0.85 in Table 5)
always choose strategy N-N, whatever the public belief. Third, strategy S-B is optimal for all the
levels of public prior belief we considered only when the trader risk attitude is sufficiently close
to risk-neutrality. This strategy is also optimal for traders with intermediate levels of risk aversion
(or risk-loving) but only when public belief is weak (i.e., |g| small). However, as soon as public
prior belief is sufficiently strong (i.e., |g| large), these traders will submit non-informative orders.
More precisely, risk-averse traders will prefer not to trade and will ignore their private signal. Riskloving traders (i.e. γ < −0.25 and α > 4.7 in Table 5) will choose to buy when the prior is strong
and negative (g close to −8) and to sell when the prior is strong and positive (g close to 8), but in
both cases they will ignore their private signal.
These remarks have a number of empirical implications at the individual level as well as at the
aggregate level.
Implication 1 An expected utility maximizer contingent trading strategy is symmetric with respect
to |g|.
Implication 2 By observing an expected utility maximizer contingent trading strategy for different
levels of prior belief π, one can estimate the trader’s risk attitude. In particular, a risk-neutral
trader will choose strategy S-B for all levels of π.
Implication 3 In an economy composed of Bayesian traders that are expected-utility maximizers
but differ in their risk attitude, the stronger the public belief, the higher the frequency of noninformative orders and the lower the order flow information content.
5

In fact, risk-neutrality implies ex ante indifference with respect to the three trading options. In this case, even if a
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6
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switching sell orders into buy orders.
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It is interesting to link non-informative strategies with what the herding literature classifies as
herding or contrarian behavior.8 A trader engages in herd (contrarian) behavior if, for example, a
sufficiently positive a priori induces him or her to buy (resp. sell) the asset independently of the
realization of the private signal. Formally,
Definition 2 A subject engages in herd behavior if there exist π ∗ > 0.5 (π ∗ < 0.5) such that the
subject adopts strategy B-B (resp. S-S) when πt ≥ π ∗ (resp. πt ≤ π ∗ ).
Definition 3 A subject engages in contrarian behavior if there exist π ∗ > 0.5 (π ∗ < 0.5) such that
the subject adopts strategy S-S (resp. B-B) for all πt ≥ π ∗ (resp. πt ≤ π ∗ ).
Table 5 suggests that contrarian behavior should be related to risk-loving attitude, while herd
behavior is not consistent with CARA or CRR utility functions and Bayesian updating.
Implication 4 In an economy composed of Bayesian traders that are expected-utility maximizers,
contrarian behavior arises in the presence of risk-loving traders but herd behavior is not observed.

2.3

Testing Bayesian updating rule

In the previous section, we assumed Bayesian updating to illustrate how subjects’ contingent trading strategies are affected by their risk attitude. However subjects need not update beliefs using
Bayes rule. In this case, a subject’s actual behavior for a given risk attitude will differ from the
one described above. In order to separate the effect of risk attitude from the effect of non-Bayesian
updating, each subject participated to two formats of the experiment: the Lottery Experiment (LE)
and the Market Experiment (ME). Both formats reproduce the decision problem of a trader in the
economy described in Section 2.1. However, in LE questions are stated in the same form as in the
menu of lotteries in tables 2 and 3. By explicitly providing subjects with the distribution function
of payoffs, we ensure that the belief updating rule plays no role in their decision. In ME, subjects
are first informed of the prior π and of the accuracy of their private signal and then asked to declare
their preferred trading position contingent to the realization of the private signal. In other words,
while in LE posterior probability is explicitly provided, in ME subjects have all elements necessary
to derive posterior probability. The two formats are designed so that a rational Bayesian expected
utility maximizer would find them perfectly equivalent.
Implication 5 The behavior of a Bayesian expected-utility maximizer in ME is the same as in LE.
8
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3

Experiment Design

We performed our experiment under two different —but in some ways equivalent— formats: ME
and LE. Each subject participated in both formats.9 Our main treatment matches the theoretical setup described in Section 2.1 where the random variables Ve and ˜ take value in {4, 12} and
{−4, 4}, respectively. We also conducted two control treatments: the Simplified Market Experiment (SME henceforth) and the No-Unlearnable Risk treatment (NUR treatment henceforth) that
will be detailed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.3, respectively. Below is a detailed description of the Market
Experiment (ME), the Lottery Experiment (LE), the subjects’ payoff and the implementation.
Market Experiment The Market Experiment consisted of a series of 17 questions or “rounds”.
In a given round τ each subject was asked whether he or she wanted to buy, to sell or not to trade
a given risky asset, that we will denote asset τ . As described in Section 2, the fundamental value
of asset τ is a random variable veτ = Veτ + e
 with Veτ ∈ {4, 12} and e
 ∈ {−4, 4}. The trading
price for asset τ was fixed at Pτ = πτ 12 + (1 − πτ )4. Both πτ and Pτ were made known to the
subjects in round τ (see a screen shot in Figure 7). Moreover, in each round each subject received a
private signal s̃ ∈ {h, l} with precision p = 0.65. Before being informed of the private signal and
after observing πτ and Pτ , each subject was asked to declare his or her desired trade conditional
on receiving private signals h or l. The only difference among the rounds was provided by the
probability πτ and the corresponding trading price Pτ . For the 17 assets, the variables πτ were
determined so that they reflected the public belief obtained after observing 17 different private
signal histories. More precisely, each of the 17 assets corresponded to a different unbalance g
varying from −8 to +8.10 11
Lottery Experiment The Lottery Experiment, LE, is designed so that a rational Bayesian subject
would find it perfectly equivalent to ME: subjects were asked exactly the same questions in exactly
the same order but with a different formulation. Instead of asking the subjects the position they
would take on a given financial asset, they were asked to choose one item in a menu of lotteries.
Three possible outcomes and the corresponding probabilities were specified for each lottery in the
menu. Similarly to the example of Table 2 and Table 3, each lottery in a menu corresponded to the
random net gain obtained from selling, no-trade and buying one unit of asset τ given the private
signal s. In order to match the strategy method implemented in ME, each subject was offered
two menus at each stage and asked to choose one lottery in each menu (see Figure 8). The only
difference between the two menus proposed in a given round was in the probabilities attached
to each payoff. This reflected the different impact that a signal l and h would have on a subject
(Bayesian) posterior probabilities. LE consisted of 17 payoff-relevant rounds, each one comprising
two menus.12 Overall, each subject had to choose 34 lotteries in 34 menus. The relation between
9

LE preceded or followed ME, depending on the cohort. The order in which subjects participated in the two formats
had no qualitative effect on the behavior observed. Hence, our results refer to the aggregate data across cohorts.
10
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See for example Table 5 for a correspondence between the numbering of the asset and the corresponding πτ and
g.
12
Only 15 rounds for cohorts 1 and 2.
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the two formats of the experiment was never mentioned to the subjects, nor was the fact that the
two experiments were equivalent from the perspective of a Bayesian rational subject.
Implementation The experiment was carried out at HEC Paris and Toulouse University. We
recruited 227 subjects from undergraduate finance classes. The subjects had no previous experience in financial market experiments. Between 10 and 43 subjects participated in each session
as decision makers. The main treatment involved 134 subjects (5 cohorts) while the two control
treatments concerned 93 subjects (2 cohorts for the NUR treatment and 3 cohorts for SME). At the
beginning of a session, we gave written instruction which were also read aloud by an experiment
administrator. Then two trial sub-sessions, each involving the trade of three assets, were run. Each
of the trial sessions reproduced the trading mechanism in the two formats of the experiment. After
the trial sub-sessions and before the first payoff-relevant sub-session, subjects answered a questionnaire that tested their level of understanding of the rules of the experiment. Administrators
answered all the subjects’ questions regarding the rules of the game up until the distribution of the
questionnaire. After this, subjects were not allowed to ask additional questions and administrators
ensured that no form of communication among the subjects took place. Throughout the experiment participants were unable to observe each other’s screens. Each experiment lasted about an
hour and a half. An average of e19.87 was paid to each subject. Subjects were also rewarded
with bonus points enabling them to raise their marks in the Financial Markets course.13 Subjects’
payoffs were determined on the basis of the gain on one round only, both for the market experiment
and the lottery experiment. These rounds were randomly selected at the end of the experiment.14
We discarded from our dataset the decisions of 5 subjects who gave more than 3 wrong answers
out of the 14 questions in the questionnaire, as we considered these subjects had not understood
the main rules of the experiment. The final number of observations was 4,132 for 130 subjects in
the main treatment, 1,428 for 42 subjects in the NUR treatment and 850 for 50 subjects in the SME
treatment.

4

Experimental Results

This section describes the main results of the experiment. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 examine the results
obtained in LE and ME, respectively. Section 4.3 discusses the effects of intrinsic uncertainty.
Section 4.4 is devoted to the analysis of market informational efficiency.
In this section, a major concern is how decisions change with the strength of prior belief. For
the sake of clarity, we report the results by class of signal imbalance, defined as follows:
13

This device is standard in the literature (see for instance Camerer and Hogarth, 1999; Williams, 2008; Biais et al.,
2005) and allow to incentivize participants in their experiments without distorting their risk attitude.
14
See the experiment instructions for a precise description of the algorithm determining a subject’s payoffs.
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Class of signal imbalance
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]

4.1

Strength of belief
Strong negative belief
Weak negative belief
Neutral belief
Weak positive belief
Strong positive belief

Lottery Experiment

In LE, probabilities attached to each possible event are explicitly provided. Thus, for this format an
expected utility maximizer’s decision depends only on the shape of his or her utility function and
not on the way he or she interprets public and private information. As a consequence, LE provides
a simple framework for judging whether the subjects’ behavior can be explained by the expected
utility assumption. This format also allows us to measure subjects’ risk attitude.
Before proceeding with the detailed analysis of the data, we will focus on the main results of
the Lottery Experiment for the main treatment. First, we find that none of the participants can be
considered as risk neutral subjects. Second, the observed impact of risk attitude and prior belief
on trading strategies fits the theoretical properties summarized in Table 5. This is highlighted in
Figure 1 page 13, which provides a general overview of the distribution of subjects’ strategies
in LE as a function of different levels g of signal imbalance. We observe a symmetry of the
contingent orders with respect to |g|. There is a peak of strategies S-B for g = 0. The proportion
of strategies N-N increase with |g|. Strategies B-B decrease with g while strategies S-S increase
with g. We observe a peak of strategies N-B for weakly negative priors (that is g ∈ [−4, −1]) and,
symmetrically, a peak of strategy S-N for weak positive priors. The fraction of non-informative
strategies (i.e., sum of N-N, B-B and S-S) as a function of g displays a U-shape. That is, the
information content of the order flow decreases when prior beliefs are strong. We now turn to the
detailed analysis.
4.1.1

Symmetry of choices

As we pointed out in Section 2, the decision problem a subject faces for a given level of public
belief π is the same as the one he or she faces when public belief is 1 − π. This feature is apparent
in LE as the lottery in the menus corresponding to prior π and to prior 1 − π are the same but are
presented in a different order. Thus, rationality requires that a subject’s preferred lottery does not
depend on how lotteries are ranked in the menu. For each subject we compute a “symmetry score”
by comparing the preferred lottery for a given prior π with the one chosen for prior 1 − π. The
score gives us the proportion of a subject’s choices that respects the symmetry rule.15 Thus, the
closer the score is to 1, the more the subject’s behavior is compatible with rationality. The median
symmetry score is 0.81 with 75% of subjects having scored higher than 0.57.16 Overall, these data
15

Precisely, for each subject we count 0.5 each time the conditional decision is symmetric for public beliefs π and
1 − π. The symmetry score of a subject is then obtained by dividing this count by the count corresponding to a fully
symmetric strategy profile.
16
The cumulative distribution of the symmetry score is given in Figure 10.
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suggest that the subjects’ behavior is consistent with Implication 1 and does not contradict this
basic test of rationality. Nevertheless, there is a small fraction of subjects (8.46%) that clearly
behaves inconsistently and displays a symmetry score of less than 0.33.
4.1.2

Risk attitude

In order to infer subjects’ risk attitude, we compare each subject’s actual behavior in LE with the
behaviors predicted by CARA and CRR utility functions for different levels of risk aversion. Each
subject is then assigned the utility function (CARA or CRR) and a risk aversion parameter that
more accurately matches the subject’s observed behavior.17 After that we assign a matching score
to each subject between the observed behavior and closest theoretical behavior. The closer the
matching score is to 1 the better the subject’s behavior can be explained with a CARA or a CRR
utility function. For 47 of the 130 subjects of the main treatment, the matching score is less than
0.75. The median matching score of the remaining 83 subjects is 0.97. Thus, for 63.85% of the
subjects we found a utility function that explains at least 75% of the subjects’ choices.18
The distribution of risk aversion is reported in Table 6 for CARA and CRR utility functions.
Subjects displaying a strong enough risk aversion to induce N-N in at least 75% of the situations represent 31.54% of the population. The percentage of risk-loving subjects is 11.54%, while
20.77% of the subjects display intermediate levels of risk aversion. The remaining 36.15% has a
matching score below 0.75. Surprisingly none of the participants in the main treatment come close
to behaving in a risk neutral way. This finding is in sharp contradiction with the assumption that
the subjects are risk neutral.
4.1.3

Informative orders and public information

In order to understand whether and how the strength of prior belief affects the information content
of the order flow, we study how the proportion of subjects using non-informative orders (corresponding to strategies N-N, S-S, and B-B) changes with the signal imbalance.
Table 7 reports the frequency of informative trades by strength of belief. In LE, we observe that
the percentage of informative orders decreases with the strength of belief. That is, the proportion
of non-informative orders is a U-shaped function of the strength of belief. In other words, subjects
tend to ignore their private information more often when the public information is sufficiently
strong. Namely, informative orders represent 52.31% of all trades for neutral prior belief and
this percentage falls to 16.29% and 20.54% for strong negative and strong positive prior belief,
17
For each subject, the matching score is computed as follows. Let us start with the CARA function. A given
value of the risk parameter of a CARA utility function implies a certain theoretical behavior, i.e. a set of conditional
decisions, one for each level of signal imbalance. For each of these theoretical decisions, we compute a matching
score with the observed behavior, by counting 0.5 for each side of the conditional decision that matches the observed
behavior, and dividing this count by the number of signal imbalances. The score is thus a number between 0 (no
matches) and 1 (perfect match). The theoretical behavior with the highest score gives us the aversion CARA utility
function parameter assigned to the subject. We then repeat this procedure for a CRR utility function, and obtain
the aversion parameter for this class of function. Finally, the subject’s highest overall matching score determines an
aversion parameter and a class of function (CARA or CRR) that best reflect his behavior.
18
The cumulative distribution of the matching score is given in Figure 11.
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respectively. This is consistent with Implication 3 on market informational efficiency: the flow of
information decreases with the strength of public belief.
4.1.4

Herding and contrarian behavior

Figure 1 displays the proportion of each strategy, by class of belief.19 Corresponding percentages
are reported in Table 8.
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Figure 1: Distribution of subjects’ strategies in Lottery Experiment (main treatment)
Strategies S-S (B-B) are related to contrarian behavior when they occur for positive (negative)
priors. We observe both buy and sell contrarian behavior. The frequency of strategies S-S for
neutral priors is 7.69%, and is much higher for strong positive priors (20.31%). Similarly, the
frequency of strategies B-B rises from 2.31% for neutral priors, to 14.96% for strong negative
priors. According to Implication 4, contrarian behavior can be attributed to the fraction of subjects
that are risk-loving. It is important to stress that because of the specific design of our experiment
the presence of contrarian behavior cannot be ascribed to the lack of common knowledge of agents’
rationality but should be linked directly to the subjects’ risk attitude.
Strategies S-S (B-B) are related to herd behavior when they are associated with negative (positive) priors. While our theory gives no justification for herding strategies, a small fraction of the
subjects engaged nevertheless in herd behavior. In particular, sell herding (S-S for strong negative
prior belief) amounts to 6.03% and buy herding (B-B for strong positive prior belief) to 8.04%.
19

Strategy “Other” includes B-N, B-S, and N-S.
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4.2

Market Experiment

Implication 5 of the theory suggests that subjects will choose exactly the same conditional strategies in LE and in ME. This prediction is clearly rejected by our data. Overall, subjects’ answers are
the same for the LE and the ME only in 42.64% of the observations. For only 27.69% of subjects,
the answers in LE and ME were identical in at least 75% of the questions. In most of these cases
subjects preferred strategy N-N for all levels of prior belief in both formats. More specifically, for
every level of signal imbalance g we run a Bhapkar test of marginal homogeneity and rejects at the
1% significance level the hypothesis that the format (LE or ME) has no effect on the frequency of
conditional decisions.20 Figure 2 and the corresponding Table 10, summarize the distribution of
the subjects’ strategies.
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Figure 2: Distribution of subjects’ strategies in Market Experiment main treatment
The only common pattern with LE is the symmetry of the subjects’ choices. The rest of the
observations differ. First, contrarian trades (B-B for negative priors and S-S for positive priors)
tend to disappear in the ME. Second, strategies consisting in following the signal whenever this
confirms the public history, and in not trading otherwise (i.e. S-N for negative priors and N-B
for positive priors) are more frequent in ME than in LE. Third, for strong (resp. neutral) priors,
strategies N-N are less frequent (resp. more frequent) in ME than in LE. Fourth, the frequency of
strategies S-B increases in ME.21 Fifth, herd behavior increases in ME.
The effect of the ME format on the order flow information content is ambiguous. As illustrated
in Table 7, informative strategies rise from 28.17% of all choices in LE to 42.35% in ME. In
comparison with LE, the frequency of informative strategies in ME increases for strong belief,
but decreases for neutral belief. This suggests that when public information is weak, the order
20
21

For a presentation of tests of marginal homogeneity, we refer to Davis and Holt (1993) and Agresti (2002).
With the exception of g = 0.
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flow information content is lower in ME compared to LE. However, for strong prior belief in
ME, private information will be better signaled through subjects’ strategies. As a result, the noninformative contingent strategies N-N, B-B and S-S as a function of beliefs display a humped shape
as illustrated in Figure 2.
4.2.1

Non-Bayesian updating or framing effect?

There are at least two possible explanations for the discordance in observed behaviors in the two
formats. First, subjects may behave inconsistently because of the difference in the framing of
LE and ME. For instance, while there is no direct reference to financial markets in the way LE
is presented, in ME subjects are asked to take trading decision in financial assets. This framing
could trigger heuristic behaviors in ME that are absent in LE.22 Another possible explanation for
the difference in the subjects’ behavior in the two formats is that in LE probabilities are explicitly
provided, while in ME subjects have to interpret public and private information when forming their
decision. Subjects who do not conform to Bayes rule could behave differently in ME and LE.
To test for the framing hypothesis, we ran a control format that we called Simplified Market
Experiment (SME). This format takes the frame of the ME with the difference that subjects do not
have to interpret private and public information. Namely, subjects had the opportunity to trade a
financial asset at a given price, similarly to ME. However, instead of providing subjects with prior
belief and private signals, we directly supplied them with the posterior probability that Ve = 12.
These probabilities were computed as follows. For a given asset τ , we took into account the
prior belief corresponding to the proposed trading price and updated this belief –using Bayes rule–
following either a signal l or a signal h. Figure 9 shows the screen layout presented to subjects.
Also, for this format, the predicted behavior of a Bayesian expected utility maximizer is identical
to the one in LE or ME.
Results for this experiment are reported in Figure 3 and Table 12. Overall, the subjects’ behavior in SME is closer to the one we observed in LE than to the one we observed in ME. In
particular, the order flow information content decreases as the prior belief becomes stronger, similarly to what happens in LE. Also, strategies S-B (N-N) are more (resp. less) frequent for a neutral
prior, as observed in LE. In one respect, however, behavior in SME is closer to that in ME than
in LE: herd behavior is more frequent in SME than in LE. Taken as a whole, SME suggests that,
with the exception of the insurgence of herd behavior, the framing has little impact on the subjects’
trading decisions.
In order to analyze the hypothesis of non-Bayesian updating, we proceed as follows. We focus
on the 83 subjects for which there exists a CARA or a CRR utility function that explains at least
75% of their choices in the LE of the main treatment. Given a subject i matching utility function, a
level of g and a private signal s, we look for the set of posterior beliefs that generates the subject’s
behavior in ME for that g and that s. Within this set of posterior beliefs, we focus on the one
closest to the Bayesian posterior belief and we denote it π
bi (g, s). Repeating the process for both
realizations of the private signals in all levels of g, we can correlate a subject i with a point-wise
function π
bi (g, s) mapping prior belief g ∈ {−8, −7, . . . , +7, +8} and private signals s ∈ {l, h}
22

Some examples of heuristic behavior: buying (selling) when the prior belief is strong and positive (resp. negative);
always trading according to the signal; buying when the price is low and selling when the price is high, etc.
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Figure 3: Distribution of subjects’ strategies in Simplified Market Experiment

non-Bayesian and Bayesian belief

Average difference between

into posterior beliefs. We define subject i’s “Bayesian-score” as the fraction of the 34 posterior
beliefs π
bi (g, s) that equal the corresponding Bayesian posterior beliefs. We will say that a subject
is non-Bayesian if his or her Bayesian-score is lower than 0.75. According to this definition, 29 of
the 83 subjects considered for this analysis are non-Bayesian. Figure 4 represents the average bias
in posterior beliefs for subjects that are non-Bayesian.23
0.06 signal low

signal high
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Figure 4: Bias in belief updating rule
For relatively strong public belief (g ≥ 2 and g ≤ −2), we find that on average non-Bayesian
subjects display confirmation bias and tend to interpret private signals in a way that either confirms
23

For some subjects, the CARA and CRR utility functions explain the behavior in LE equally well. In these cases,
the utility function used to determine π
bi (g, s) is the one minimizing the average bias on posterior beliefs.
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prior belief or does not challenge it. Namely Figure 4 shows that, when g ≥ 2 (g ≤ −2), subjects’
behaviors in ME can be explained with posterior beliefs that are higher (lower) than posteriors
derived using the Bayes rule. As an illustration, consider a sufficiently positive public belief, i.e.
g ≥ 2. The impact of a signal high is reinforced by the public belief and traders are more inclined to
buy when they receive a signal of this type. In addition, the impact of a signal low is compensated
by the positive public belief. It follows that subjects receiving a signal low are more inclined not to
trade or even to buy. Consequently, contrarian behaviors disappear, herding behaviors appear and
we observe a larger proportion of N-B strategies than in LE. The argument is symmetric for strong
negative prior beliefs.
Interestingly, for public belief g between −1 and 1, the analysis differs. In that case, we find
evidence of underconfidence, namely that subjects undervalue their private signal. As shown in
Figure 4, for a prior belief of around 0.5, the behavior of subjects with signal low (high) in ME can
be explained by posterior beliefs that are higher (lower) than posteriors derived using the Bayes
rule. Underweighting the private signal creates a sort of additional uncertainty that leads to a peak
of N-N contingent orders.

4.3

Effect of intrinsic uncertainty

We now describe the results of the NUR treatment in which the intrinsic risk component ˜ is absent,
i.e., V = 4, V = 12,  = 0. By comparing it with our main treatment, we seek to better understand
the effect that a non-learnable risky component ˜ has on the information content of the order flow.
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Figure 5: Distribution of subjects’ strategies in Lottery Experiment (NUR treatment)
The main features concerning the distribution of subjects’ strategies obtained in the experiments are the same as in the main treatment, on the whole. In particular, non-informative contingent strategies as a function of beliefs display a U-shape in LE and a humped shape in ME. Figure 5
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Figure 6: Distribution of subjects’ strategies in Market Experiment (NUR treatment)
and 6 synthesize these observations. There are, however, two noticeable differences between the
two treatments. First, the frequency of informative orders for a strong negative and strong positive
prior belief is higher for the NUR treatment. For strong negative priors, informative orders in LE
rise from the 16.29% of the main treatment to 34.52%, and for strong positive priors, from 20.54%
to 36.31%.24 Thus, the absence of the non-learnable component ˜ increases subjects’ sensitivity to
private information. In other words, the flow of information decreases with the level of intrinsic
uncertainty regarding the fundamental value of the asset. Second, in LE, the frequency of herd
behavior is more marked in the NUR treatment than in the main treatment.25 Specifically, sell
herding (S-S for strong negative prior belief) in the NUR treatment amounts to 13.69% and buy
herding (B-B for strong positive prior belief) to 12.50%. In the main treatment, these percentages
fall to 6.04% and 8.04%. A possible explanation could be the subjects’ tendency to round the
probabilities of the lotteries and/or to ignore events whose probability is sufficiently small. In the
control treatment, the event Ve = V is considered by traders with strong beliefs as virtually sure
when |g| is large. Hence, independently of the realization of the private signal, subjects will buy
(sell) when their belief is sufficiently positive (resp. negative). This phenomenon is mitigated in
the main treatment where the additional uncertainty on e
 makes any trade intrinsically risky even
when Ṽ is virtually known. Section 4.4, devoted to the market informational efficiency, will go
into the analysis of the effect of intrinsic uncertainty in greater detail.
24
25

See Table 7.
See tables 8 and 9.
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4.4

Market Informational Efficiency

In the previous section we have shown that, in LE, the proportion of non-informative orders is a
U-shaped function of the signal imbalance, indicating that the information flow decreases as prior
beliefs become stronger. Subjects’ behavior in ME displays the opposite pattern, with the percentage of non-informative orders decreasing with the strength of public belief. In this section we try
to measure the actual impact of these figures on the price dynamics and on market information
efficiency. Within a sequential trade framework, market informational efficiency can be measured
by the evolution of the pricing error defined as the difference between the actual price and the
full information price, i.e., the price that would prevail had market makers directly observed past
traders’ private information. In our experiment, however, we do not observe trading histories as
the subjects did not trade sequentially. Nevertheless, we can simulate an arbitrary large number
of virtual trading histories and measure the average pricing error for histories of different lengths.
To do this, we exploit our observations of contingent trading strategies at different levels of public
belief. In order to generate virtual trading histories, we assume that virtual subjects randomly come
to the market to trade once and behave as the real subjects did in the actual experiment.26 As in
our experiment, trading prices always reflect prior objective probabilities, our simulations reflect
situations where for any given past history of traders, subjects believe that the asset is correctly
priced by market makers. After each trading round, public belief and price are updated in a way
that reflects the assumptions of the theory in Section 2. Namely, the price updating rule is based on
the hypothesis that market makers and traders do not know the identity of past traders. However,
they have a correct estimation of the average behavior of the population of traders. That is, for any
given level of public beliefs, market makers know the frequency with which each trading strategy
is adopted by traders. These frequencies are those observed in the experiment and are summarized
in tables 8 to 11.27 After observing a given action, the public belief will change according to the
Bayesian probability that the order comes from someone who received a signal l or a signal h.28
The trading price is updated accordingly. We will denote this pricing rule R1.
We simulated about 5,000 trading histories per treatment and format, with each trading history
covering a maximum of 20 trading rounds. Figure 12 reports the evolution of the average pricing
error in the main treatment. The pricing error in ME is consistently higher when compared to that
of LE. After 20 trades, the average (median) pricing error is 30% (25.14%) in LE and 34% (34.6%)
in ME. Figure 14 reports the distribution of pricing errors at the 20th round of trade. For LE (ME) in
the main treatment, we find that in 14.52% (13.94%) of histories the pricing error is less than 10%,
26

We used the following algorithm to generate a virtual trading history. At the beginning of the trading history the
value of Ṽ is randomly determined according to P(Ṽ = V ) = 12 and the initial public belief is fixed at π0 = 0.5. First,
in each trading round, one among the nine possible trading strategies is randomly selected in a way that reflects the
empirical frequencies observed in the experiments. Note that these frequencies change with the level of public belief,
as well as with the treatment and format used for the simulation. Second, a private signal is randomly determined so
that it is consistent with probability 65%. The virtual trader’s order is the one corresponding to the trading strategy
and private signal determined in the previous two steps. Finally, the public belief is updated and a new virtual trading
round starts.
27
It is worth noting that these frequencies take into account all the traders including the 36.15% of subjects for
whom we cannot assign a utility function.
28
For the simulation, this new belief is approximated to the closest point on the grid of belief used for the experiment.
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while in 8.34% (8.68%) of histories the pricing error is higher than 70%, suggesting that in both
formats information cascades in the “wrong direction” are not unusual. Figures 13 and 15 report
the evolution of the average pricing error in the NUR treatment. The absence of the additional risk
e
 improves the information content of the order flow leading to an average (median) pricing error
at the 20th round of 24.4% (14.57%) and 22% (16.92%) in LE and ME, respectively. In comparison
with the main treatment, the average pricing error and the frequency of wrong cascades are lower.
Interestingly, while simulations based on subjects’ behavior in LE provide more efficient prices in
the short run, ME generates more efficient prices in the long run.
Overall, our simulations suggest that market information efficiency is reduced in the presence
of additional risk regarding the asset fundamentals and that this phenomenon is amplified by nonBayesian behavior, at least in the short run. In fact, the public and private information regarding the
Ṽ component is the same in the main treatment and the control treatment. However the presence of
an additional non-learnable component ˜, coupled with the virtual absence of risk-neutral traders,
has the effect of reducing the market ability to learn Ṽ . Non-Bayesian behavior has an ambiguous
effect. On the one hand, it reduces the information content of the order flow when public belief is
weak, and as a result prices and public belief tend to stagnate at first. On the other hand, if public
belief reaches some strength, non-Bayesian behavior tends to increase the information flow.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we report results of an experiment that simulates trading in the financial market. We
adopted two formats for our experiment: the Lottery Experiment and the Market Experiment. This
allowed us to unambiguously measure the information content of the order flow and to disentangle
the impact that risk attitude and non-Bayesian updating have on it. We show that many of the
so called “irrational” behaviors are not so if one takes into account subjects’ risk attitude. The
design of LE enabled us to measure subjects’ risk attitude. We found that CARA and CRR utility
functions can explain the behavior of about two-third of the subjects in LE. While no subject has
a risk neutral behavior, about half of the subject display risk aversion and subjects displaying riskloving represent about one-ninth of the population. These risk attitudes have the effect of reducing
the information content of the order flow when market participants have strong prior beliefs on
the asset fundamentals. Contrary to what is predicted by the theory, subjects behaved differently
in ME and LE. This discrepancy can be ascribed to non-Bayesian belief updating and to a lesser
degree to framing effects. More specifically, by considering that subjects’ utility functions are
consistent with their behaviors in LE, we find that confirmation bias and underconfidence seems to
fit the subjects’ behavior in ME. The effect of non-Bayesian belief updating on market efficiency
is ambiguous. Non-Bayesian updating reduces (improves) the information flow when the subject’s
prior belief is weak (strong).
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Table 4: Cohorts and participants in the experiment
Cohort #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Treatment
Main
Main
NUR
NUR
Main
Main
Main
SME
SME
SME

Order
LE-ME
LE-ME
LE-ME
ME-LE
ME-LE
ME-LE
ME-LE
-
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# subjects
43
32
16
26
18
21
20
10
21
20

# discarded
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

Table 5: Optimal strategies for an investor with CRR and CARA utility

CRR:
CARA:
g
−8
−7
−6
−5
−4
−3
−2
−1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8

(1+α)

U (x) = x(1+α)
U (x) = −γe−γx
π
0.002
0.013
0.023
0.043
0.078
0.135
0.225
0.350
0.500
0.650
0.765
0.865
0.922
0.957
0.977
0.987
0.998

α < −0.85
γ > 0.078

α = −0.25
γ = 0.02

−0.034 < α < 4.7
−0.25 < γ < 0.003

α = 4.83
γ = −0.26

α = 5.91
γ = −0.32

N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N
N,N

N,N
N,N
N,N
N,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,N
N,N
N,N
N,N

S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B

B,B
B,B
B,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,S
S,S
S,S

B,B
B,B
B,B
B,B
B,B
B,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,B
S,S
S,S
S,S
S,S
S,S
S,S

%

Average
matching
score
97.47
87.62
−
89.82
61.44
81.52

Table 6: Subject’s risk attitude

High risk averse
Medium risk averse
Close to risk neutral
Risk-loving
Not classed
All

CARA
U (x) = −γe−γx

CRR
(1+α)
U (x) = x(1+α)

γ > 0.078
0.005 < γ < 0.078
−0.25 < γ < 0.005
γ < −0.25

α < −0.85
−0.85 < α < −0.065
−0.065 < α < 4.7
α > 4.7
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Number
of
subjects
41
27
0
15
47
130

31.54
20.77
0.00
11.54
36.15
100.00

Table 7: Informative orders (in %) in the main treatment and in the NUR control treatments

Signal imbalance g
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]
All

Main treatment:
ME
LE
41.29
16.29
40.96
33.08
26.15
52.31
46.35
34.04
45.09
20.54
42.35
28.17

NUR treatment:
ME
LE
69.64
34.52
74.40
51.79
35.71
54.76
76.79
55.36
68.45
36.31
70.17
45.10

Table 8: Conditional decisions (in %) in the Lottery Experiment (main treatment)
Signal imbalance g
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]

B-B B-N B-S
N-B N-N N-S
14.96 0.45 1.12 5.13 62.72 1.34
16.35 1.15 0.77 19.23 46.54 0.96
2.31 0.00 0.00 5.38 37.69 0.00
2.88 0.38 0.58 4.23 44.04 0.58
8.04 0.22 0.67 4.91 51.12 1.56

S-B
4.46
6.15
36.92
9.42
4.91

S-N
3.79
4.81
10.00
18.85
8.26

S-S
6.03
4.04
7.69
19.04
20.31

Table 9: Conditional decisions (in %) in the Lottery Experiment (NUR treatment)
Signal imbalance g
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]

B-B B-N B-S
N-B N-N N-S
28.57 1.19 0.00 5.95 23.21 0.00
5.36 0.00 0.00 16.67 36.90 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 9.52 45.24 0.00
5.95 0.00 0.00 24.40 33.33 1.79
12.50 0.60 0.00 23.81 26.19 2.38

S-B
S-N
S-S
4.17 23.21 13.69
9.52 25.60 5.95
33.33 11.90 0.00
9.52 19.64 5.36
1.19 8.33 25.00

Table 10: Conditional decisions (in %) in the Market Experiment (main treatment)
Signal imbalance g
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]

B-B B-N B-S
N-B N-N N-S
S-B
1.56 2.23 2.46 8.71 44.42 1.56 13.62
1.54 1.54 3.46 9.81 52.12 1.35 12.69
1.54 0.00 1.54 3.85 69.23 3.08 16.15
4.23 0.77 0.96 21.35 46.35 2.50 14.62
12.95 0.45 1.12 18.75 37.95 3.79 11.61
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S-N
12.72
12.12
1.54
6.15
9.38

S-S
12.72
5.38
3.08
3.08
4.02

Table 11: Conditional decisions (in %) in the Market Experiment (NUR treatment)
Signal imbalance g
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]

B-B B-N B-S
N-B N-N N-S
0.60 0.00 0.00 11.90 13.69 1.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 6.55 24.40 2.38
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.76 64.29 0.00
3.57 0.00 0.00 52.98 19.64 0.00
13.10 0.60 0.00 50.60 18.45 0.00

S-B
S-N
6.55 49.40
15.48 50.00
30.95 0.00
17.26 6.55
5.36 11.90

S-S
16.07
1.19
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 12: Conditional decisions (in %) in the SME treatment
Signal imbalance g
g ∈ [−8, −5]
g ∈ [−4, −1]
g=0
g ∈ [+1, +4]
g ∈ [+5, +8]

B-B B-N B-S
N-B N-N N-S
S-B
S-N
S-S
13.00 4.50 2.50 8.50 36.00 1.50 7.00 6.00 21.00
20.00 2.50 1.00 19.00 24.50 3.00 15.50 10.50 4.00
4.00 6.00 2.00 20.00 22.00 2.00 32.00 6.00 6.00
7.00 0.00 1.50 20.50 22.00 3.00 20.50 18.50 7.00
22.00 2.00 4.50 21.00 26.00 1.50 12.50 5.50 5.00
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Figure 7: Screen layout in a Market Experiment (main treatment)
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Figure 8: Screen layout in a Lottery Experiment (main treatment)

Figure 9: Screen layout in a Simplified Market Experiment
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Figure 10: Cumulative distribution of the symmetry score (main treatment)
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Figure 11: Cumulative distribution of the matching score (main treatment)
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Figure 12: Evolution of the pricing error in the main treatment
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Figure 13: Evolution of the pricing error in the NUR treatment
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Figure 14: Distribution of pricing error at the 20th round in the main treatment
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Figure 15: Distribution of pricing error at the 20th round in the NUR treatment
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